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Adult Adoptees
and people effected by Early Childhood Trauma (ECT)
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Awakening to the impact of
Adoption
´ In her ground-breaking book of it’s time, Nancy Verrier
(1992) described the separation of mother and baby as a
Primal Wound. “…bonding doesn’t begin at birth, but is a
continuum of physiological, psychological, and spiritual
events which begin in utero and continue throughout the
postnatal bonding period.” (Verrier, 2006. p.1).
´ In 1985, although adoptees made up only 2-3% of the
population, statistics consistently indicate that 30-40% of
those children found in special schools, juvenile hall, and
residential treatment centres were adopted. (cited in
Verrier, 2006. p.xv).
´ Physical birth immediate - psychological birth a slowly
unfolding intrapsychic process.
´ “For the adoptee, the experience of loss is usually felt in the
context of the search for self.” (D. M. Brodzinsky, 1993)
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Early Childhood Trauma
´ The adoptee suffers a trauma due to the original
separation
´ There may also be cumulative trauma, associated with the
events that led to the separation
´ Early childhood, or developmental, trauma differs from Post
Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) in adults as it effects the
infant when the brain is still developing and has a high
degree of plasticity
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Consequences of ECT
´ The consequences can be lifelong and present in
difficulties particularly with emotional intimacy and trust
´ “So often, trauma happens in relationships, but it is also in
relationships that healing occurs.” (Perry, 2006)
´ “…non-verbal communications between mother and infant
organize neurobiological systems.” (Schore, as cited in
Hass-Cohen & Carr, 2008, p. 29)
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Survival Brain Develops First
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Regulation of Sensory and Emotional
Experience
´ “Neuroscience provides insights into how the organization
of neural networks develops in response to biological and
environmental contingencies.
´ Cortical functions develop in interpersonal contexts that
provide models for integrating sensory, visceral, emotional,
and cognitive functions. These processes bridge a
subjective sense of self and others with the ability to selfregulate emotions and behaviors resulting from observed
social interactions.
´ Higher cognitive functioning depends on the ability to
process and regulate somatic and emotional experiences.”
(Hass-Cohen & Carr, 2008, p.74)
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(Hass-Cohen & Carr, 2008, p.134)
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What is it like being an adoptee?
Group 1
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Drama Therapy – Facilitates:
´ Multisensory learning
´ Exploration of inner life
´ Stress management and regulation
´ Presence, mindfulness and self-awareness
´ Appropriate expression of feelings
´ Transcendence of everyday limits and boundaries
´ Uncover structures that trap people in unhelpful behaviours
and find creative alternatives (Jennings, 2010)
´ Engages mirror neurons
´ Expansion of sense of self and possibilities in relating
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CREATE: Art Therapy Relational
Neuroscience Principles (ATR-N)
´ Creativity in action
´ Relational resonance
´ Expressive communication
´ Adaptive responses
´ Transformation
´ Empathy

(Hass-Cohen & Carr, 2008, p. 283)
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